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Ultrasonic cutting is used not only for cutting various materials such as metals and non-metals, but also for bone cutting of
the human body or for various surgical operations. In recent, ultrasonic cutting technology is being applied for cutting
various food products such as cakes, pizza, and cheese. It is shown that ultrasonic vibrations for cutting food products
enables high-precision and high-quality cutting, and the quality of the cutting surface is affected by the shape of food
products and cutting conditions. However, most of the studies have been on industrial cutting horns that can be used in
large-scale grocery factories, but these cutting horns are very different from the shape of knives used in the households.
Accordingly, research or technology development for ultrasonic cutting knives that can be used in household has not been
studied. Therefore, this study developed a knife that can cut or process food by applying ultrasonic vibration while having a
shape similar to the existing knife as possible so that it can be used in general. To develop such a knife, a modal analysis
was performed using the finite element method for knife models of various shapes, and a suitable model for a kitchen knife
was proposed.
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1. Introduction

welding of electric vehicles.1,2
Ultrasonic cutting is used not only for cutting various materials

Ultrasound technology has long been used in various industrial

such as metals and non-metals, but also for bone cutting of the

fields, i.e., non-contact distance measurement, flow or level

human body or for various surgical operations. In recent years,

measurement, non-destructive testing, medical fields such as

ultrasonic technology has attracted great attention in cutting food

ultrasonic imaging or cancer diagnosis and treatment, ultrasonic

products such as cakes, pizza, and cheese. It has been shown that

cleaning and ultrasonic welding, etc. One of the fields of application

the use of ultrasound when cutting human bones can reduce cutting

that is receiving attention again in recent years is ultrasonic

power and greatly improve cutting precision compared to using

welding and ultrasonic cutting. Ultrasonic welding is widely used

conventional cutting tools.3

for welding of plastics and metals, and a lot of related studies are

Various types of kitchen knives have been used for cutting or

being conducted, especially in recent years, it is widely used for

processing food products. When cutting food products such as

ultrasonic metal welding for welding secondary battery terminal

meat that is difficult to cut, it requires great power from the cutting
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worker, so there is a problem in the supply and demand of
manpower in the food processing industry. Even in the average
home, women are having great difficulty preparing food. The
working speed is also slow due to the difficulty of cutting, and the
cutting surface of the food products is not cut cleanly, and safety
issues such as injury to the operator's fingers are raised. Another
problem is that debris sticks to the blade or remains in the
workplace, which is an unnecessary waste of food.
Although there are differences in the type of food to be cut
according to the eastern and western food culture, a lot of forces is

Fig. 1 An example of ultrasonic food cutting systems10 (Adapted
from Ref. 10 on the basis of OA)

applied to the cook's wrist when cutting tough ingredients such as
beef or pork. The number of housewives suffering from Carpal
Tunnel Syndrome every day is increasing because these tasks are
repeated during cooking.
Therefore, there is a desperate need for a new type of tool that
can efficiently and safely cut or process food products. That is, in
order to efficiently and safely perform cutting or processing
regardless of the type of food and not leave food residue, a cutting

Fig. 2 Examples of ultrasonic cutting horns11 (Adapted from Ref. 11
on the basis of OA)

tool that is more economical, more hygienic and easier to work
with than conventional cutting must be developed urgently.
Many studies have been made to utilize ultrasonic waves in
cutting food. According to their studies, high-precision and highquality cutting was possible when ultrasound was applied to the
cutting of food products.4 Also, a finite element model of ultrasonic
cutting of a multi-layer product was proposed.5 McCulloch
proposed a FE analysis model for cutting food products, and
proposed cutting horns with resonant frequencies of 20 and 35 kHz,
and experimentally investigated its characteristics.6 In addition,

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of ultrasonic welding

studies on the quality of ultrasonic cutting according to the
characteristics of food products were conducted. It was shown that

analysis was performed to obtain the final shape in which the

the quality of the cutting surface was affected by the type, shape

resonant frequency of 20 kHz was satisfied and the desired

and cutting conditions of food products,7,8 and a study on

longitudinal vibration mode appeared on the knife blade.

9

ultrasonic cutting of cheese or apple was also conducted.

Much of the research on the cutting horns (Knife) in food
products has so far been mainly related to the horns for automated

2. Proposed Ultrasonic Cutting System

cutting systems in the food industry. However, the shape of the
knife used in the general kitchen is significantly different from that

Fig. 1 shows an example of an ultrasonic cutting system for

of the industrial cutting horn, so it is necessary to interpret or

food products currently used for industrial use, and most of these

design a kitchen knife.

systems use ultrasonic vibrations of 20 to 40 kHz. The horn

Therefore, in this study, a knife that can cut or process food by

(Cutting Tool) amplifies the vibration of the transducer and cuts

applying ultrasonic vibration while having a shape similar to that

while applying an appropriate force to cutting materials such as

of a conventional kitchen knife was developed so that it can be

food products. The general shape of the horn currently used for

used in general homes rather than in the existing industry.

cutting food is shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that it is completely

To this end, the length of the knife was first obtained from the

different from the general kitchen knife.

vibration equation, and then modal analysis was performed using

Fig. 3 shows the components and the operating principle of the

the finite element method for various types of knife models. By

ultrasonic welding system. The ultrasonic vibration of the transducer

changing the dimensions of the proposed knife model, the FE

is amplified by a horn or a booster, and welding is performed by
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Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of ultrasonic cutting system

applying an appropriate clamping force to the welding material
with the horn. Food cutting systems can also work on the same
principle as the ultrasonic welding system by using a knife instead
of a horn. Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram of a cutting system
proposed to be used for ultrasonic cutting of food products.

3. Design and Manufacturing Process

Fig. 5 Design and manufacturing process of cutting knife

3.1 Design and Manufacturing Process of the Knife
A knife for cutting and processing food products with ultrasonic
vibration should have a resonant frequency of 20 kHz, and a
longitudinal vibration mode and maximum vibration amplitude
should appear at the knife blade that is cut by direct contact with
the food products. In addition, it should basically be suitable for the
shape or size of the food products.

isotropic uniform elastic rod with free boundary conditions can be
defined as the following Eq. (1).
2

2

∂ u
2∂ u
E
c -------2- ( x, t ) = -------2- ( x, t ), c = --ρ
∂x
∂t

(1)

Where u(x,t) is the displacement at time t, c is the sound velocity

First, the approximate length of the cutting knife is determined

propagating through the rod, E is the Young's modulus, and ρ is the

using the vibration equation. Other final shapes or dimensions are

density. Using the variable separation method, the solution can be

determined by changing the shape of the knife and performing

obtained as follows.

modal analysis in a trial & error method. Since there may be a
difference between the theoretical analysis results and the vibration

wx
u( x, t ) = U( x )T( t) = ⎛ A cos ------ + B sin wx
------⎞⎠ x
⎝
c
c

(2)

( C cos wt + D sin wt)

characteristics of the actually manufactured knife, the vibration
performance must be verified through a vibration test on the

The cylindrical horn transmits the vibration displacement U0 of

manufactured knife. Proper tuning may be required in the

the booster at x = 0 and x = L, and the displacement becomes

manufacturing process until the required vibration characteristics

maximum at both ends of the rod, so the boundary condition can

are obtained. Fig. 5 shows the overall vibration analysis and

be written as the follows.

manufacturing processes.
3.2 Calculation of the Overall Knife Length
Since the knife blade cuts the material with vibration parallel to
the food products, the longitudinal vibration mode must appear and
the frequency separation should also be clear to have only one
natural frequency in the resonant frequency band. Using the
longitudinal vibration equation of the elastic rod, the length of the
horn can be calculated as follows.6
When vibration is applied to a rod with a uniform cross section,
longitudinal vibration occurs. The vibration equation of an

∂u( 0, t ) ∂u( L, t )
u( 0, t ) = u( L, t ) = U0, ----------------- = ------------------ = 0
∂x
∂x

(3)

Using these boundary conditions Eq. (3), the solution of the
vibration equation can be summarized by the follows.
wx
wx ∂U( x)
wx
U ( x ) = A cos ------ + B sin ------, -------------- = –A sin ------ + B cos wx
------ (4)
c
c ∂x
c
c
∂U ( 0 )
U( L) = U ( 0 ) = A = U0 , --------------- = B = 0
∂x

(5)

wL
wL
wL
U ( L ) = A cos ------- + B sin ------- = U0 cos ------- = U0
c
c
c

(6)
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Table 1 Mechanical properties of the material, Ti-6Al-4V alloy
Density [g/cm3]

Poisson’s ratio

Young’s modulus [GPa]

4.43

0.34

120

wL
∂U( L )
wL
--------------- = –A sin ------- + B cos wL
------- = –U0 sin ------- = 0
c
∂x
c
c

(7)

Therefore, the characteristic equation can be obtained as
follows.
wn L
w
ncπ
--------- = nπ ( n = 1, 2, … ), L = ---------, fn = -----nc
wn
2π

(8)

Since the length of the knife is an integer multiple of the half
wavelength of the sound wave, the length L of the knife at a
specific frequency can be obtained by the following Eq. (9).
1 E
λ c
L = --- = ------- = ------- --2 2fn 2fn ρ

(9)

Where λ is the wavelength of sound wave.

4. Vibration Analysis of Ultrasonic Cutting System
Fig. 6 Proposed knife model 1

4.1 Selection of Material of the Knife
As for the material of the knife, strength and hardness are the
most important depending on the shape or cutting object. It should

Table 2 Modal analysis results of the final model 1
Mode No.

Vib. mode

Freq. [Hz]

1

Bending

13,771

the length of the wavelength has a great influence on determining

2

Bending

15,134

the length of the ultrasonic knife.

3

Longitudinal

19,519

The ultrasonic knife should be a half-wavelength resonator, and

4

Bending

19,574

the material is generally aluminum alloy or titanium alloy. Among

5

Bending

20,116

also be considered that the length of the wavelength is determined
by the sound velocity of the wave in the material. This is because

them, titanium alloy is widely used because it has excellent
acoustic and strength properties. In this study, Ti-6Al-4V alloy is
used as the knife material, and its mechanical properties used in

obtain the most efficient design of each part.

vibration analysis are shown in Table 1.
4.3 Modal Analysis of the Knife Model 1
4.2 Boundary Conditions for FE Analysis

Fig. 6 shows the knife model 1 proposed in this study. Modal

To develop the ultrasonic cutting system, modal analysis was

analysis was performed while varying dimensions such as the

performed by using ANSYS tool for validation via the FE

thickness and length of the knife. The final shape of the knife that

modeling approach. As the transducer, the booster and the knife

satisfies the required resonant frequency 20 kHz and longitudinal

body are fastened by stud bolts each, boundary conditions must be

vibration mode were derived. (The content of this study was

given accordingly. As constraints on FE analysis, radial and

submitted for a patent, so only the critical dimensions were noted

tangential displacements of the cylindrical surface of all stud bolts

here.)

holes were restrained and only longitudinal displacements were

Table 2 shows the modal analysis results for the shape of Fig. 6.

allowed. The number and the shape of meshes were automatically

It can be seen that the longitudinal vibration mode satisfying the

generated by ANSYS tool. The modal analysis was repeated to

resonance frequency of 20 kHz ±500 Hz is the 3rd mode and the
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Fig. 7 Mode shape of the final model 1
Fig. 8 Mode shape of the model 2
Table 3 Modal analysis results of the model 2
Mode No.

Vib. Mode

Freq. [Hz]

1

Bending

17,587

2

Bending

18,310

3

Longitudinal

19,856

4

Bending

21,252

5

Bending

21,889

natural frequency is 19,519 Hz. In addition, as shown in the mode
shape in Fig. 7, the maximum amplitude occurs at the front end of
the knife blade, and although smaller than that, longitudinal
vibration occurs at the rest of the blade. This means that cutting can
be the easiest at the front end of the knife blade. As the vibration
amplitude decreases toward the rear of the knife, the cutting
performance may be degraded. Considering that it is impossible to
obtain a uniform amplitude across the knife blade due to the
characteristics of ultrasonic vibration, it is judged that the proposed
design model 1 can be sufficiently used for cutting food products.
4.4 Modal Analysis of the Knife Model 2

Fig. 9 Proposed knife model 3

The overall length of the knife of the model 1 was 115 mm. In
consideration of the convenience of use, the length of the blade of
the model 2 was doubled. Table 3 shows the results of modal

4.5 Modal Analysis of the Knife Model 3

analysis while changing the remaining dimensions. The longitudinal

The blade of a commonly used kitchen knife is located below

vibration mode with a resonant frequency of 20 kHz ±500 Hz is the

the handgrip. In consideration of this and the user's convenience,

3rd mode and the natural frequency is 19,856 Hz. However, as

previous knife models were modified to a new model similar to the

shown in the vibration mode of Fig. 8, the maximum amplitude

existing knife. As a result of repeating the modal analysis, the final

occurs at the both front and middle blades, and a part without

shape of the new knife model is obtained as shown in Fig. 9. The

vibration appears between them. This vibration mode is judged not

modal analysis results for this shape are shown in Table 4. In mode

to be desirable because a problem such as non-uniform cutting

3, longitudinal vibration with a natural frequency of 19,782 Hz

may occur depending on the position of the knife blade.

appears, and the remaining vibration modes are bending vibration
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Table 4 Modal analysis results of the model 3

Table 5 Mechanical properties of transducer and booster materials

Mode No.

Vib. Mode

Freq. [Hz]

1

Bending

17,871

Density [Kg/m ]

8,000

7,700

4,430

2

Bending

18,469

Young’s modulus [N/m2]

1.93e+11

7.3e+11

1.2e+11

3

Longitudinal

19,782

Poisson’s ratio

0.26

0.25

0.34

4

Bending

20,757

5

Bending

23,056

SUS316
3

PZT8

Ti-6Al-4V

Table 6 Modal analysis results of transducer and booster assembly
Mode No.

Vib. Mode

Freq. [Hz]

1

Bending

16,262

2

Bending

17,902

3

Longitudinal

20,303

4

Bending

21,078

5

Bending

21,109

Fig. 10 Mode shape of the knife model 3

modes. Fig. 10 shows the mode shape. As in model 1, the vibration
amplitude decreases toward the rear, so the cutting performance
may deteriorate. Considering that it is impossible to obtain a
uniform amplitude across the knife due to the characteristics of
ultrasonic vibration, it is judged that the proposed design model

Fig. 11 Mode shape of the booster and transducer assembly

can be used for cutting food products while enhancing user
convenience.
4.6 Modal Analysis of the Transducer and Booster Assembly
The transducer and booster assembly shown in Fig. 4 generates
longitudinal vibration and transmits it to the knife. The assembly
should have the resonant frequency of 20 kHz and longitudinal
vibration mode too. The dimensions of this assembly (Right Rear
Part of the Whole System) are shown in Fig. 12. The Transducer is
composed of PZT and backing mass generally. For the FE analysis,

Fig. 12 2D drawing of the proposed food cutting system

the materials of the backing mass, PZT and booster were assumed
to be SUS316, PZT8, and titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V, respectively.
Table 5 shows the mechanical properties of each material.
The results of the modal analysis of this assembly are shown in

These results indicate that the proposed assembly model can be
used effectively in an ultrasonic cutting knife system.

Table 6 and Fig. 11. From Table 6, it is found that the longitudinal
vibration of the third mode satisfies the resonant frequency of 20

4.7 Modal Analysis of the Proposed Ultrasonic Cutting

kHz ±500 Hz. In addition, the maximum amplitude occurs at the

System

left end of the booster where the knife is fixed by a stud bolt. It is

The proposed cutting system consists of a knife body, a booster

shown that vibration is minimized where the knife handgrip is

and a transducer as shown in Fig. 12. The knife body uses the

fixed. This means the generated ultrasonic vibration is not

model 3 (Fig. 9) because it is similar to a real kitchen knife and has

transmitted to the user’s hand, so there are no problems in use.

high user convenience. The assembly of the booster and transducer
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Table 7 Modal analysis results of proposed cutting system

cut or process food products using ultrasonic vibration. Considering

Mode No.

Vib. Mode

Freq. [Hz]

the working frequency of 20 kHz, several types of knives were

1

Bending

18,954

modeled for FE analysis and their vibration characteristics were

2

Bending

19,173

analyzed, and the final knife model was derived using vibration

3

Longitudinal

20,652

equations and modal analysis.

4

Bending

21,487

The basic length of the knife was calculated as 115 mm using

5

Bending

21,502

the vibration equations, and modal analysis was performed by
adjusting the dimensions of various parts of the knife. Modal
analysis was performed using ANSYS for the FE analysis approach.
As constraints on FE analysis, radial and tangential displacements of
the cylindrical surface of all stud bolts holes were restrained and
only longitudinal displacements were allowed. The modal analysis
was repeated to obtain the most efficient design of each part.
As a result of performing the modal analysis for the proposed
cutting system, longitudinal vibration mode with resonant frequency
of 20,652 Hz appeared. The frequency of FE analysis is designed to
be slightly higher than 20 kHz, but since it is tuned to the working

Fig. 13 Mode shape of the proposed food cutting system

frequency during manufacturing, the vibration characteristics of the
proposed system were judged to have no problem in use.
The mode shape showed the magnitude of the vibration

described above are fixed to the knife body via a stud bolt. The

amplitude increased toward the free end of the blade, and there was

overall system is 205 mm long, which is similar to the length of a

little vibration at the end of the blade fixed to the booster. Although

knife commonly used at home.

the vibration of the knife body did not show a uniform longitudinal

The result of modal analysis of this system is shown in Table 7.

vibration, this is an inevitable phenomenon that appears because

A desirable longitudinal vibration mode appears in the third mode

the entire cutting system is not vertically symmetrical. The

with a resonant frequency of 20,652 Hz. Normally, the frequency

longitudinal vibration was minimized where the knife handgrip is

of FE analysis is designed to be slightly higher than 20 kHz, but

fixed. Considering these results, it is judged that the cutting system

since it is tuned to the working frequency during manufacturing,

proposed in this study can be sufficiently practical at home.

the vibration characteristics of the entire system are judged to have
no problem in use.

Since it takes a lot of costs to produce a transducer, booster, and
horn, this study has a limitation of performing only vibration

The mode shape is shown in Fig. 13. The magnitude of the

analysis. In future study, the proposed ultrasonic cutting system

vibration amplitude increases toward the left end of the blade, and

will be fabricated to verify the vibration performance as well as the

there is little vibration at the right end of the blade. In addition, the

quality of the cut surface of food products with the support of an

vibration of the knife body does not show a uniform longitudinal

ultrasonic equipment product company.

vibration that is symmetrical vertically, which is an inevitable
phenomenon that appears because the entire cutting system is not
vertically symmetrical. The longitudinal vibration is minimized
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